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Abstract
We show that certain biextensions of derived tame hereditary algebras B of type A˜n or
D˜n by modules of length 2 in regular parts of the derived category Db(B) are tame. This
provides a common generalisation of the results in Compositio Math. 117 (1999) 209 and
Contemporary Math. 229 (1998) 129. The proof rests on the reduction to a bimodule problem
which degenerates to a linear matrix problem solved in St. Petersburg Math. J. 3 (1992) 973
(see also the dissertation of B. Deng and J. London Math. Soc. 40 (1989) 9).
© 2002 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Tame algebras
A finite-dimensional algebra A over an algebraically closed field k is said to be
tame if for every natural number d the indecomposable A-modules of dimension d lie
up to isomorphism on finitely many one-parameter families. On the other hand, A is
called wild if the classification of all indecomposable finite-dimensional A-modules
up to isomorphism is at least as difficult as the classification of all pairs of square
matrices over k up to simultaneous equivalence. Due to the dichotomy theorem of
Drozd ([12], see also [3,14]) an algebra A is either tame or wild but not both.
For a tame algebra A one may denote by µA(d) the minimal number of one-
parameter families required to parametrise almost all indecomposable A-modules
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of dimension d up to isomorphism. If the function µA : N → N ∪ {0} is bounded
above by a polynomial, then A is said to be tame of polynomial growth. A lot of progress
was achieved in the last years in the study and classification of tame algebras
of polynomial growth. We refer to [20] for an overview which provides further refer-
ences.
2. Motivation
This paper is devoted to tame algebras which are usually not of polynomial growth.
The original motivation comes from the fundamental article [17] where the tame one-
point extensions H [R] of tame hereditary algebras H where classified. An important
part of this classification deals with one-point extensions by regular modules R. Re-
call (see [7]), that any indecomposable H-module is either preprojective or regular or
preinjective. Moreover, the modules whose indecomposable direct summands are all
regular form an exact abelian subcategoryR of the category of all finite-dimensional
H-modules consisting of a family of stable tubes (Tρ)ρ∈P(k). As shown in [17], if R
is an indecomposable module in R, then it is a necessary condition for the tameness
of H [R] that R is of length at most 2. If R is of length 1 and in addition Tρ and
H satisfy some further conditions, then the one-point extension H [R] is tame of
polynomial growth. In fact, iterations and generalisations of this one-point extension
process by modules of length 1 inR lead to the good present knowledge about tame
algebras of polynomial growth. In contrast, by forming one-point extension by inde-
composable modules R of length 2 in R, again with some additional conditions on
T and H, one frequently obtains tame algebras which are not of polynomial growth.
3. Related papers
Whereas since some time more advanced tools like tilting theory, derived cate-
gories, and geometrical methods entered the study of tame algebras of polynomial
growth, not too much was done in this direction concerning tame algebras of non-
polynomial growth. On the other hand, powerful combinatorial classifications for
related bimodule and linear matrix problems were achieved in [4], [2], and [6]. In
[10] we started to combine these combinatorial classifications with homological and
geometrical methods by generalising the results from [17] about indecomposable
modules of length 2 in R into two different directions.
Firstly, we did not start only with a tame hereditary algebra H but with an algebra B
which is derived equivalent to a tame hereditary algebra H. Therefore we can identify
Db(B) with Db(H). Because H is hereditary, any indecomposable object of Db(H),
can be identified with the shift X[ν] of some indecomposable H-module X for some
ν ∈ Z. This implies, that we can decompose any object Y of Db(B) = Db(H) (in
particular, any B-module) as Y =⊕ν∈Z Y [ν]where any indecomposable direct sum-
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mand of Y [ν] is of the shape X[ν] for some indecomposable H-module X. Observe
also, that in Db(H) we find all the shifted abelian subcategoriesR[ν] for ν ∈ Z.
Secondly, we did not study one-point extensions B[R] but truncated multi-point
extensions [R′1, . . . , R′s]B[R1, . . . , Rt ]/J by sequences R′1, . . . , R′s and R1, . . . , Rt
of indecomposable modules which are assumed to be of length 2 in some R[ν].
As its successful application for the analysis of tame algebras of polynomial
growth shows, the one-point extension and multi-point extension technique is well-
suited for dealing with objects of length 1 in R. It becomes evident in the proofs in
[10], that modules of length 2 behave differently because of the existence of non-
zero non-isomorphisms between them. For this reason in [8] circular biextensions
of tame concealed algebras taking account of these maps were introduced and the
tame algebras in this class were classified. Note, that the tame concealed algebras
furnish the most accessible class of derived tame hereditary algebras. It is natural to
ask for the proper generalisation of circular biextensions for arbitrary derived tame
hereditary algebras. The main theorem of this paper answers this question.
4. The main result
In order to formulate the answer precisely, we have to introduce some notation
about biextension algebras. Let C, B, C′ be finite-dimensional algebras, R′ a B-C′-
bimodule and R a B-C-bimodule. The associated biextension algebra [C′, R′]B[R,C]
is the triangular matrix algebra
 C 0 0R B 0
D(R′)⊗B R D(R′) C′


endowed with the obvious addition and multiplication where D denotes the usual
vector space duality with respect to k.
For any C′-C-subbimodule W of D(R′)⊗B R the subspace
 0 0 00 0 0
W 0 0


forms an ideal J (W) of the algebra [C′, R′]B[R,C]. We call the factor algebra
[C′, R′]B[R,C]/J (W) the truncated biextension algebra with respect to W.
Theorem. Let B be a derived tame hereditary algebra of type A˜n or D˜n and R′1, . . . ,
R′s , R1, . . . , Rt be two sequences of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable mod-
ules which are assumed to be objects of length 2 in some abelian subcategory R[ν]
of the derived category Db(B). Moreover, the R′j and Ri lie in non-homogeneous
tubes in Db(B) in the case A˜n and in one shift orbit of tubes of rank n− 2 in the
case D˜n.
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We consider the B-module R′ =⊕sj=1 R′j as B-C′-bimodule where C′ =∏
ν∈Z C′[ν] and C′[ν] = EndB(R′[ν]) for all ν ∈ Z. Dually, we consider the B-
module R =⊕ti=1 Ri as B-C-bimodule, where C =∏ν∈Z C[ν] and C[ν] =
EndB(R[ν]) for all ν ∈ Z. Moreover, we define W to be the C′-C-subbimodule⊕
ν∈Z D(R′[ν + 1])⊗B R[ν] of D(R′)⊗B R.
Then the truncated biextension [C′, R′]B[R,C]/J (W) is tame provided that none
of the modules τ−R′j [−1] is isomorphic to some Ri where τ− is the inverse Auslan-
der–Reiten translation in Db(B).
5. Algebras, spectroids, aggregates, and modules
For finite-dimensional k-algebras A, B we denote by A-mod the category of finite-
dimensional left A-modules and by A-mod-B the category of finite-dimensional left
A and right B bimodules. All considered algebras will be basic. A basic finite-dimen-
sional algebras will sometimes be considered as a finite spectroid (i.e. a spectroid
with a finite objects set). Following [13] a spectroid is small k-category with finite-
dimensional morphism spaces such that the endomorphism algebra of every object
is local and different objects are non-isomorphic. If we consider an algebra A as
spectroid, then a finite-dimensional A-module X becomes a k-functor A→ k-mod
such that the space X(x) is finite-dimensional for each object x of A. Analogously,
for an arbitrary spectroidS we will denote byS-mod the category of all k-functors
S→ k-mod and for two spectroidsS,Twe denote byS-mod-T the category of all
k-bifunctors with values in k-mod which are covariant inS and contravariant inT.
An aggregateA is an additive k-category with finite-dimensional morphism spaces
and splitting idempotents. By passing from a spectroid to its additive hull one obtains
a bijection from set of isomorphism classes of spectroids to the set of equivalence
classes of aggregates. A representative of the inverse of this map applied to a given
aggregate A is called a spectroid of A and denoted by indA. Clearly, one can
identify indA-mod withA-mod which is defined to be the category of all k-functors
M :A→ k-mod satisfying dimkM(x) <∞ for all objects x of A.
For a finite-dimensional algebra A the category A-mod and, more general, for
a locally bounded spectroid S the category S-mod is an aggregate. Recall, that
a spectroid is said to be locally bounded if for any object x of S there are only
finitely many objects y of S such that S(x, y) /= 0 or S(y, x) /= 0. Another ex-
ample of an aggregate is the derived category D(A) of bounded complexes of a
finite-dimensional algebra of finite global dimension.
6. Generalisations of subspace categories
Let S, S′ be locally bounded spectroids and A be an aggregate. In addition
let Mω :A→S-mod and Mα :A→S′-mod be k-functors. We construct a new
aggregate Mˇ(Mω,A,Mα) which has as objects the quintuples U = (Uω, γU ,U0,
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U ,Uα) where Uω in S-mod, U0 in A, Uα in S′-mod, and γU ∈ HomS(Uω,
Mω(U0)), U ∈ HomS′(Mα(U0), Uα). A morphism from U to U ′ is a triple f =
(fω, f0, fα) such that fω ∈ HomS(Uω,U ′ω), f0 : U0 → U ′0 a morphism inA, fα ∈
HomS′(Uα,U ′α) and the equations γU ′fω = Mω(f0)γU , U ′Mα(f0) = fαU are
satisfied.
We want to recall some classical special cases as considered e.g. in [18] or [19]. If
S=k and S′ = 0, then Mˇ(Mω,A,Mα) can be identified with the subspace cate-
gory Uˇ(B-mod,HomB(R,−)) of the vector space category (B-mod,HomB(R,−).
Dually for S = 0 and S′ = k the category Mˇ(Mω,A,Mα) can be identified with
the factor space category Vˇ(B-mod,D(R′)⊗B −) of the vector space category
(B-mod,D(R′)⊗B −). More general, forS = kt andS′ = ks the category Mˇ(Mω,
A,Mα) is the category of representations of a multiple vector space category as
defined in [10].
For fixed Xω in S-mod, X0 in A, Xα in S′-mod the set MˇXω,X0,Xα (Mω,
A,Mα) of all U in Mˇ(Mω,A,Mα) such that Uω = Xω, U0 = X0, Uα = Xα
can be considered as a closed subvariety of the linear variety
∏
x∈S Homk(Xω(x),
Mω(X0)(x))×∏x′∈S′ Homk(Mα(X0)(x′), Xα(x′)) where the defining equations
stem from the requirement that the families of linear maps form a natural transfor-
mation. Thus tameness of Mˇ(Mω,A,Mα) is well defined by requiring that in each
MˇXω,X0,Xα (Mω,A,Mα) the indecomposable objects lie up to isomorphism on fi-
nitely many one parameter families. In fact, this is the usual definition of tameness
for representations of bimodules (see [5,11]).
Actually, from this considerations one observes that finding the isomorphism
classes of indecomposable objects in MˇXω,X0,Xα (Mω,A,Mα) amounts to finding
equivalence classes for certain collections of matrices, thus a linear matrix problem.
If we define for each x in S, x′ in S′ the set Nat(Mω,Mα)(x, x′) as k-space
formed by all families of maps (X)X∈A, X : Mω(X)(x)→ Mα(X)(x′) which
are natural transformations of functors A→ k-mod, then this gives actually rise
to a bimodule Nat(Mω,Mα) :S-modop ×S′-mod → k-mod. Let  be a subbi-
module of Nat(Mω,Mα). Then the full subcategory Mˇ(Mω,A,Mα;) of Mˇ(Mω,
A,Mα) formed by all objects U satisfying UU0γU = 0 for all ∈  is a full su-
baggregate of Mˇ(Mω,A,Mα). In fact, in the language of representations of bimod-
ules it is induced by a subbimodule of the bimodule yielding Mˇ(Mω,A,Mα). Thus
tameness is defined referring to the closed subvarieties MˇXω,X0,Xα (Mω,A,Mα;)
of MˇXω,X0,Xα (Mω,A,Mα) which are defined by the equations imposed by the
equality δUθU0γU = 0.
7. Modules over biextension algebras
Let us recall from above that for finite-dimensional algebras C, B, C′, a B-C′-
bimoduleR′, and a B-C-bimodule R, the associated biextension algebra [C′, R′]B[R,
C] is the triangular matrix algebra
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 C 0 0R B 0
D(R′)⊗B R D(R′) C′


endowed with the obvious addition and multiplication. We consider the category
Mˇ(HomB(R,−), B-mod,D(R′)⊗B −) and observe that from any object U we
obtain a module (U) whose restrictions to C, B, C′ are Uω, U0, Uα , the mul-
tiplication with R on Uω is given by the adjoint map of γU and the multiplica-
tion with D(R′) on U0 is given by U . In fact,  yields an equivalence  :
Mˇ(HomB(R,−), B-mod,D(R′)⊗B −)→ [C′, R′]B[R,C]-mod.
By the Yoneda lemma the C′-C-bimodule D(R′)⊗B R can be identified with
Nat(HomB(R,−),D(R′)⊗B −). Thus any subbimodule W of D(R′)⊗B R gives
rise to a subbimodule W of Nat(HomB(R,−),D(R′)⊗B −) and  induces
an equivalence Mˇ(HomB(R,−), B-mod,D(R′) ⊗B −;W) → [C′, R′]B[R,C]/
J (W)-mod where [C′, R′]B[R,C]/J (W) is the truncated biextension algebra in-
duced by the ideal
J (W) =

 0 0 00 0 0
W 0 0


of [C′, R′]B[R,C]. Concerning tameness we finally obtain:
Lemma. If C and C′ are of finite representation type, B is of tame representation
type, Mˇ(HomB(R,−), B-mod,D(R′)⊗B −;W) is tame and for each natural
number n there are up to isomorphism only finitely many indecomposable
B-modules X satisfying dimkX  n and HomB(R,X)⊕D(R′)⊗B X /= 0, then the
truncated biextension algebra [C′, R′]B[R,C]/J (W) is of tame representation type.
8. Derived tame hereditary algebras
Let us now return to the special case that B is a connected derived tame hereditary
algebra B i.e. there is a connected tame hereditary algebra H such that Db(B) and
Db(H) are triangle equivalent. We will always consider this triangle equivalence as
an identification.
It is well-known (see e.g. [18]) that the Auslander–Reiten quiver of H consists of
a preprojective componentP, a family (Tρ)ρ∈P(k) of stable tubes, and a preinjective
componentI. By abuse of language, we denote byP (resp.I) also the subaggregate
of H -mod generated by the vertices of P (resp. I). The subaggragate generated by
the family (Tρ)ρ∈P(k) will be called R. The subaggragate R is an abelian length
category. For a vertex X of a tube Tρ its length as object of R is precisely its level
in Tρ . Almost all tubes Tρ are homegeneous i.e. of rank 1. If H is of type A˜n
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(i.e. H = k  where the underlying graph  of the quiver  is A˜n) then there is in
addition a tube of rank p where p is the number of clockwise arrows in  and a tube
of rank q where q is the number of conterclockwise arrows in . If H is of type D˜n
(i.e. H = k  where the underlying graph  of the quiver  is D˜n) then there is in
addition two tubes of rank 2 and one tube of rank n− 2.
That H is hereditary imples that any indecomposable object of Db(H) is of the
shape X[ν] for some indecomposabke H-module X and some ν ∈ Z where we con-
sider H -mod embedded into Db[H ] in the canonical way as complexes concen-
trated in degree 0. In particular, for H tame hereditary we find all the abelian length
categories R[ν] inside Db(H). Consequently, any indecomposable object of regu-
lar length 2 in R[ν] is the extension of its simple regular top and simple regular
socle.
9. Quivers with relations
Any finite spectroid can be described completely by its quiver bound by relations
(see [13]). For the algebras C, C′ (resp. the associated spectroids) in this way we
obtain pieces of oriented cycles bound by radical square zero relations.
For indDb(H) the situation is more subtle. The corresponding quiver is the
Auslander–Reiten quiver of indDb(H) which can be found in [16]. That indDb(H)
can essentially be described by this quiver bound by the mesh relations comes
from the fact that all Auslander–Reiten components in this case are standard (see
[16] for details) and that the categories R[ν] are separating (see [18] for
details).
10. Sketch of the proof of the main result
By the lemma above the tameness of [C′, R′]B[R,C]/J (W) follows from the tame-
ness of Mˇ(HomB(R,−), B-mod,D(R′)⊗B −;W). Following the ideas of [10]
we increaseB-mod toDb(B) = Db(H)and replaceD(R′)⊗B −byDHomB(−, R′).
Unfortunately, for the time being we are not able to establish the tameness of
Mˇ(HomDb(H)(R,−),Db(H),DHomDb(H)(−, R′);W) directly. We now remem-
ber that in [8] we successfully applied degeneration techniques on the level of al-
gebras. But by [15] degenerations can be applied for bimodule problems as well in
order to establish tameness.
It is well known that extensions are related to degenerations. Therefore we leave
it to the reader to work out that using degenerations we can replace R by Rdeg and R′
by R′deg. The object Rdeg (resp. R′deg) of Db(H) is constructed by substituting any
indecomposable summand E of R (resp. R′) by the sum Esoc ⊕ Etop of its regular
socle Esoc and its regular top Etop. It is worth noting that Rdeg is a B-C-bimodule
and R′deg a B-C′-bimodule in the natural way.
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Eventually, we consider the objects of Mˇ(Hom(Rdeg,−),Db(H),DHom(−,
R′deg);W) as collections of matrices as described above using the descriptions of
C, C′ and indDb(H) by quivers with relations. We happen to arrive at a linear matrix
problem whose tameness was established in [2]. We refer to [6] for a presentation of
the results of [2] in the language of spectroids and aggregates. Moreover, we mention
analogous results in [4] where the language of clans is used.
11. Applications
At the beginning we claimed that our main theorem generalises the results from
[8] and [10]. For the case [8] this is obvious. For the case [10] we look at the con-
ditions needed in this paper. Besides the conditions following from [17] that H has
to be of type A˜n or D˜n and that Ri , R′i have to lie in non-homogeneous tubes in the
case A˜n and in one shift orbit of tubes of rank n− 2 in the case D˜n, there were three
conditions needed to warrant tameness:
(i) For all ν ∈ Z the modules Ri lying in R[ν] are pairwise Hom-orthogonal.
(ii) For all ν ∈ Z the modules R′i lying in R[ν] are pairwise Hom-orthogonal.
(iii) None of the modules τ−R′j [−1] is isomorphic to some Ri .
Condition (iii) is obviously the one we also require in our theorem. The conditions
(i) and (ii) come automatically if we look at the cases in our result where the cycle
pieces describing C and C′ are obtained from the full cycles by removing at least any
second object.
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